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Dr. h.c.[1] FRANZ JOSEF STRAUSS[2]
Federal Minister of Finance
53 BONN
February 15, 1967

Personal!
To the
Chancellor of the
Federal Republic of Germany
Mr. Dr. h.c.[3] Kurt Georg Kiesinger[4]

53 Bonn
Federal Chancellery

[Handwritten: 15/II signature]

Dear Mr. Federal Chancellor!
Dear Friend Kiesinger!

The reading of the press in recent days and some other information, including calls
from members of the EEC[5] Commission in Brussels, have prompted me to express
to you in writing my position regarding the Non-Proliferation Treaty imposed on us.
I have the impression that Federal Minister Brandt[6], although he expressed certain
misgivings in America, has received in return some reassuring explanations, but has
finally hinted at the forthcoming German signature. I am aware of the argument that
a "No" to this treaty will lead us into complete isolation. Allegedly, we are also
threatened by the United States with withdrawal of the enriched nuclear fuel. We
must not sign a treaty here out of fear of “world opinion” nor under the pressure of
the American blackmail; [a treaty] that would ultimately degrade Germany to the
divided object of a super-cartel of the world powers, eliminate Europe's prospects for
a political unification and destroy even the remaining alliance spirit within NATO. A
German government, for which still do exist the terms of nation and history, cannot
and must not sign this treaty. A government that does sign this treaty has
relinquished the most essential right of sovereignty out of weakness or blindness as
to the consequences. I am warning emphatically of the consequences for domestic
and foreign policy.

For the sake of honesty, I am stating in advance that under no circumstances I am
going to consent here out of fear of “world opinion” nor under the pressure of
god knows how. I will fight with ultimate vigor against the Yes
to this treaty, first within the respective bodies, but then also in public. For me and for
many others, the limit has been reached here for what is called conscience. This is
where opportunism and tactics are ending; here the realm of ultimate responsibility is
beginning.

Yours sincerely
[signed F. J. Strauß]

[1] Dr. Honoris Causa (honorary doctoral degree).
[3] Ibid.